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Abstract: Recently rapid development in the field of integrated circuits (ICs), as a result of better simulation tools, high level transistor scaling, advanced fabrication processes, and lower cost has been witnessed. This fast development is resulted in highly integrated multiband/ultra-wideband transceivers for wireless communications. Each wireless system can be broken down to four different major sections: the signal processing part, the signal conditioning section, the RF front-end section, and the final part, the antenna for transmission of signals. These four parts can get connected in any fashion. Traditionally done, either in a horizontal or a vertical fashion in which different parts have been connected to each other in a stacked or a planar manner, respectively. However, by the advances in the CMOS technology, combining these different parts on chip was made possible. This leads to the System-on-Chip integration fashion which by far seems to be the best (size wise) remedy. At the same time the applications using higher frequency bands (particularly mm-wave) have caught a lot attention. The result of this high frequency of operation is antennas with very small area needed, meaning that antennas as the last barrier can potentially be integrated as well. In this presentation, a brief summary of various examples of Antennas-on-chip (working at different frequencies) is provided. The difficulties in the design process and also the measurement as the most intense problems in finding a solution for having the last barrier on chip in order to achieve a full flawless integration are studied. Also, a sample slot antenna designed in a standard CMOS technology along with the results is presented.